high spatial resolution of about 2mm was the main research interest, it has become evident that it is equally important not to sacrifice the sensitivity of the scanners since the specific activity of the radio tracers used may be limited.
In collaboration with the Crystal Clear network (CCC) we are developing a 2 nd generation high performance PET scanner and use new technologies to design and build a total of five more or less identical small animal PET scanners, called ClearPET, for the associated medical institutes. For this purpose we are currently designing prototypes based on LSO/Lu(Y)AP [1] [2] phoswich detectors. The first prototypes will be based on detector modules coupled to multi-channel PMTs. In parallel, work in progress aims at evaluating the potentialities of avalanche photodiodes that allow higher packaging fraction and higher quantum efficiency than PMTs.
The aim of this work is to perform simulation studies to optimize sensitivity and spatial resolution of given designs, which vary in FOVs caused by different detector configurations (ring/octagon) and sizes. For this purpose the well-proved simulation tool GEANT3 (CERN, Geneva, Switzerland) was used. Simulations make it possible to study and check several designs in consideration of the given technical specifications in the computer long before the first detector module is build up. It is a comparative fast and first of all cost-efficient way to get a feeling of the characteristics of different designs.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. PMT-ClearPET prototype detector cassette
In the first phase the PMT prototype detector cassette is designed by arranging a unit of four multi-channel PMTs (R7600M64, Hamamatsu) in-line including the corresponding frontend electronic ( fig.1 ). For an optimal readout the dual layer crystals are coupled one to one to the PMTs without fibre optics. The dual layer phoswich matrices consist of 8x8 LSO on top and LuYAP on bottom crystal elements. Each pixel element has a 2.0x2.0mm² sensitive area, and the element pitch is 2.3mm. The length of the crystals for the different ClearPET designs varies between 8 and 10mm. As reflector material ~0.3mm Tyvek paper is used. Suitable for the matrices the PMTs have a sensitive area of 18.1x18.1mm² and the matrices are encapsulated by a plastic housing. For the multi-ring ClearPET versions these cassettes can be arranged to different designs. 
2) Shifting in axial direction
To compensate the 10mm axial gaps between the crystal matrices an axial movement decreases the temporal resolution of the system. Therefore a shifting of every other detector cassette in axial direction is examined ( fig. 3 ). The 20 PMT-ClearPET design for primates is a compromise between the increase of the peak system sensitivity (3.0% to 4.2% at the CFOV with 350keV energy threshold) and the reduction of the FOV diameter from 12cm to 10cm compared to the originally planed 24 PMT design. For larger objects the FOV can be enlarged (see below). In the case of 12cm FOV the peak system sensitivity is still 2.7 %. 
1) Sensitivity
Regarding the sensitivity, the main interest is centered to the axial sensitivity. Therefore a point source in air positioned along the scanner axis and emitting one million positrons every 2mm step is simulated.
2) Image resolution
To determine the image resolution of the different designs six point sources are positioned in a step size of 1 cm starting in the CFOV each emitting 5 million positrons. The simulated events are stored in a list mode file format specified by CCC. For the reconstruction of the simulated emission data without any corrections a 3D-MLEM algorithm [5] is used to take into account the dual layer design (DOI).
III. RESULTS
A. Multi-ring vs. multi-head design simulations 1) Octahedron vs. ring design
In the question of multi-ring versus multi-head design the simulations of the peak system sensitivity shows a clear significant increase from 2.9% for the octahedron to 3.7% for the ring design. The fact that the sensitivity of a ring design is about 25% higher than in an octahedron design with the same number of PMTs is the decisive factor for Juelich to build up their PMT-ClearPET version as a ring design.
2) Shifting in axial direction All the four-ring designs have a very non linear sensitivity profile with high fluctuation caused by the axial gaps ( fig. 5  left) . The regression coefficient of the best fit straight line is in the non shifted case 0.818. By shifting every second detector cassette ¼ of the PMT center-to-center length in axial direction the sensitivity profiles of the scanners can be improved essentially. Fig. 6 shows the change of the regression coefficient depending on the axial shifting. The best results can be reached at a shifting of 7mm corresponding to 0.993 in the regression coefficient shown in fig. 5 right. 1 1,05 1,1 1,15 1,2 1,25 1,3 1,35 1,4 shifting in axial direction [mm] stability index R² Fig. 6 . The regression coefficient as a size of the linearity of the sensitivity profile depending on the axial shifting. Best linearity is reached at a shifting of 7mm where the regression coefficient has its maximum of 0.993. Fig. 7 shows the axial sensitivity profiles of the two microPETs and the two multi-ring PMT-ClearPETs. It is obvious that the microPET curves are more linear than the PMT-ClearPET curves because of the higher crystal packaging density in axial direction. The longer crystals more than compensate the leakage of crystal packaging in the PMTClearPET systems. The absolute values of the peak system sensitivity for the different designs are shown in table 1. In addition to this the ClearPET FOVs axial length (112mm) is nearly a factor 1.5 larger than the microPET FOVs (78mm). 
B. Comparison of the simulation with Concorde microPET designs 1) Sensitivity
2) Resolution
To determine the transaxial image resolution the uncorrected simulated emission listmode data are reconstructed with an 3D-MLEM reconstruction tool [5] considering 350keV energy threshold. A gaussian smooth is applied to the 2D plots of every reconstructed point source and the FWHM indicates the transaxial image resolution ( fig. 8) . Fig. 8 shows two reconstructed slices with six point sources in air. To give a hint of effectiveness by using DOI information two data sets are generated. In the radial profile a significant improvement up to 20mm in radial distance from the center could be seen in the images. In fig. 9 the radial image resolution of the four scanners is shown as well as the resolution of the 4x20 PMT design using 20mm crystals instead of DOI. The 3D-MLEM reconstruction of a point source shows the enormous improvement of resolution using a crystal double layer with DOI (3.1mm at 40mm from CFOV) instead of a 20mm single layer (11.9mm).
C. Design: PMT-ClearPET primate version
The opening diameter of the ring is variable between 130 mm and 300 mm. The gantry allows rotation of the detector modules around the field of view as well as tilting by 90°.This design is essential for the measurement of non-human primates in an upright sitting position. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The simulations have shown that all PMT designs with oneto-one coupling of crystals have a very nonlinear axial sensitivity profile. By shifting every other PMT by ¼ of a PMT length in axial direction the sampling of the FOVs becomes more homogeneous. At an energy threshold of 350keV the regression coefficient increases from 0.818 for the non shifted to 0.993 for the shifted design. Depending on crystal length and energy threshold there are significant differences in sensitivity between the individual designs. Simulations of a point source centered in the FOV resulted in a 25 % higher sensitivity for a ring design compared to an octahedron with the same number of PMTs per 'ring'. These results show a preference for a ring design of detector modules. The 3D-OSEM reconstruction of the point sources shows the enormous improvement of resolution using a crystal double layer with DOI instead of a 20 mm single layer.
Part of the design calculations have also been performed within the framework of GEANT4 as well as SORTEO [6] and shown to be consistent.
On the basis of simulation studies with GEANT3 we have successfully solved the linearity problem of the axial sensitivity curves. These results are used for design decision in the PrimatePET project. For further requests in quantification we will go to GEANT4, the new object oriented simulation package from CERN including timing and light transmission probabilities. VI. REFERENCES
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